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Class of distorted Landau levels and Hall phases in a two-dimensional electron gas
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An analytic closed form solution is derived for the bound states of a two-dimensional electron gas subject
to a static, inhomogeneous (1/r in plane decaying) magnetic field, including the Zeeman interaction. The
solution provides access to many-body properties of a two-dimensional, noninteracting, electron gas in the
thermodynamic limit. Radially distorted Landau levels can be identified as well as magnetic field induced density
and current oscillations close to the magnetic impurity. These radially localized oscillations depend strongly
on the coupling of the spin to the magnetic field, which gives rise to nontrivial spin currents. Moreover, the
Zeeman interaction introduces a unique flat band, i.e., infinitely degenerate energy level in the ground state,
assuming a spin gs-factor of two. Surprisingly, the charge and current densities can be computed analytically
for this fully filled flat band in the thermodynamic limit. Numerical calculations show that the total magnetic
response of the electron gas remains diamagnetic (similar to Landau levels) independent of the Fermi energy.
However, the contribution of certain, infinitely degenerate energy levels may become paramagnetic. Furthermore,
numerical computations of the Hall conductivity reveal asymptotic properties of the electron gas, which are
driven by the anisotropy of the vector potential instead of the magnetic field, i.e., become independent of spin.
Eventually, the distorted Landau levels give rise to negative and positive Hall conductivity phases, with sharp
transitions at specific Fermi energies. Overall, our work merges “impurity” with Landau-level physics, which
provides novel physical insights, not only locally, but also in the asymptotic limit. This paves the way for a large
number of future theoretical as well as experimental investigations, e.g., to include electronic correlations and to
investigate two-dimensional systems such as graphene or transition metal dichalcogenides under the influence
of inhomogeneous magnetic fields.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevResearch.4.043059

I. INTRODUCTION

Lev Landau’s analytic solution for the noninteracting elec-
trons subject to a constant magnetic field, known as Landau
levels, has served as a paradigmatic model system in con-
densed matter physics for almost a century [1,2]. Its basic
concepts are the foundation of numerous groundbreaking dis-
coveries. To mention a few, the integer [3] and fractional
[4,5] quantum Hall effect are fundamentally related to the
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emergence of quantized Landau levels for a two-dimensional
electron gas in a homogeneous magnetic field. Further, in the
presence of a periodic potential, the Landau levels develop
mini-gaps and for the energy spectrum a self-similar fractal
pattern emerges, known as the Hofstadter butterfly [6], which
has become experimentally accessible via magnetotransprot
measurements in Moiré materials [7–10]. The study of Landau
levels and topological edge states is still very actively pursued
and is currently even considered in quantum optics and cavity
quantum electrodynamics (QED), where ultra-strong coupling
of the Landau levels to the quantum vacuum fluctuations
and the control of conduction properties have been achieved
experimentally in a cavity [11–15], with several theoreti-
cal studies and proposals accompanying these developments
[16–20].

In parallel to the fundamental investigation of quantum
systems exposed to magentic fields, the study of impurity
models has a long lasting tradition in solid state physics.
Some of the fundamental theoretical concepts go back to
work of Friedel for charge impurity induced oscillations [21],
whereas Anderson localization [22] or Kondo effect [23] may
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emerge due to lattice induced magnetic impurities. Quantum
impurity models are basic to nanoscience as representations
of quantum dots and molecular conductors [24,25] or they
have for example been used to understand the adsorption
of atoms onto surfaces [25–27]. For quantitative predictions
of atomic or molecular impurities, powerful computational
methods are nowadays available (e.g., continuous-time Monte
Carlo [25,28]).

In the following, we will introduce a fundamental theoreti-
cal model, which connects the world of magnetic impurities
with the Landau setting in a nonperturbative way. In more
detail, we will derive a simple closed form solution for an
electron subject to a radial symmetric 1/r-decaying magnetic
field including the spin-dependent Zeeman interaction. Our
solution of the Pauli equation will serve as a fundamental
ingredient to study spin-resolved local and asymptotic prop-
erties of a noninteracting 2D electron gas subject to a radially
symmetric defect, which is induced by the externally applied
magnetic field.

The manuscript is structured as follows. In a first step, we
derive the analytic boundstate solution for our inhomogeneous
field setup. In a second step, single-electron properties are
discussed with their implications for the consecutive many-
body solution. Based on those considerations, local (magnetic
field driven) properties (charge, current and magnetization
densities) of the electron gas are investigated analytically as
well as numerically. Eventually, asymptotic (vector potential
driven) Hall conductivities can be infered for different type of
electric field perturbations, based on locally converged numer-
ical data. Finally, a brief outlook of the various implications
of our exact solution is provided for different future research
directions.

II. ANALYTIC SINGLE ELECTRON SOLUTION

As a starting point for our investigation of a noninteracting
2D electron gas subject to a perpendicular, radially symmetric,
1/r in plane decaying, static magnetic field B(r), we rely
on the minimal coupling Hamiltonian operator in Coulomb
gauge including the Zeeman interaction,

Ĥ =
N∑

j=1

1

2m
[ p̂ j − qA(r j )]

2 + gsμB

2
σ j · B(r j ). (1)

The electron mass is indicated by m with negative unit charge
q = −e. We denote the usual canonical position operator of
particle j as r j and the corresponding momentum operator
as p j and the anisotropic external vector potential is denoted
by A(r). The Bohr magneton is indicated by μB = (eh̄)/(2m)
and for the spin g factor, we assume the nonrelativistic value
gs = 2 throughout this work. The Pauli vector for electron j
is labeled by σ j .

In a next step, we define the external anisotropic vector
potential within cylindrical coordinates,

A(r) := Aφeφ (2)

such that it assumes a constant value (Aφ = const) throughout
space, with eφ = 1

r (−yex + xey) indicating the unit vector
along φ direction. The corresponding SI units are [Tm] and
it obeys the Coulomb gauge condition ∇ · A = 0. The corre-

sponding inhomogeneous magnetic field is given by

B(r) = ∇ ∧ A = 1

r

∂ (rAφ )

∂r
ez = Aφ

r
ez. (3)

Throughout the following derivation we assume Aφ < 0,
which corresponds to an inhomogeneous magnetic field di-
rected in negative z direction. The permeability of the free
space is given by μ0. Notice that from solving the Maxwell
equations in free space our inhomogeneous magnetic field
corresponds to a radial external current density of the form
Jext = ∇∧B

μ0
= Aφ

μ0

1
r2 eφ . We will comment on other options later

in Sec. IV B.
Having made these preliminary definitions, we can rewrite

the electronic Hamiltonian operator in a more convenient form
that eventually provides access to its simple closed form solu-
tion. The corresponding Hamiltonian of a noninteracting 2D
electron gas, coupled to the classical A(r) and B(r) fields, is
given by

Ĥ =
N∑

j=1

[
− h̄2

2m
∇2

j + Aφqh̄

m

(
i

∂

r j∂φ j
− σz, j

2r j

)]
+ N

q2A2
φ

2m
,

(4)

in the (r, φ) plane. Fortunately, the contribution of the diamag-

netic term EA2 := q2A2
φ

2m remains constant for all N electrons
in radial coordinates, which reduces the complexity of our
problem considerably. We would like to mention however,
that for a quantized field the diamagnetic A2-term does not
contribute just a constant energy per particle, but modifies
drastically the spectrum and excitations of the electron-photon
system [29]. In a next step, we introduce

α := Aφqh̄

m
> 0, (5)

which allows a more compact notation for the following
derivation. The resulting stationary Pauli equation for a single
(!) electron can be written as[

− h̄2

2m

(
∂2

∂r2
+ ∂

r∂r
+ ∂2

r2∂φ2

)
+ iα

∂

r∂φ
+ ασz

2r

]
� = E�,

(6)

where the constant EA2 term is neglected for the moment. No-
tice the close resemblance of Eq. (6) to the two-dimensional
hydrogen atom. For this reason, similar solution strategies ap-
ply for our partial differential equation, as we will demonstrate
subsequently.

The angular and spin problem can trivially be solved by
separation of variables as �(r, φ, s) = R(r)�(φ)χ (s), with
spin function χ and � = eilφ with l ∈ Z , s = ± 1

2 , since
[Ĥ , ∂

∂φ j
] = 0. This leaves us with the radial problem

Ĥl,sR :=
[

− h̄2

2m

(
∂2

∂r2
+ ∂

r∂r
− l2

r2

)
− α

l + s

r

]
R = ER.

(7)

Before continuing the solution of our radial problem, we need
to distinguish two formally different cases. The interaction
with the B-field gives rise to a Coulomb potential-like 1/r
term, which is attractive if l + s > 0 or repulsive if l + s < 0
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for a fixed α > 0. Notice that the third case l + s = 0 cannot
occur for spin-half particles, due to the Zeeman interaction.

Bound states for l + s > 0. Let us now focus on the at-
tractive eigenvalue problem given in Eq. (7) with l + s >

0. Notice that from the positivity of the Laplacian (kinetic
energy) operator T̂ = Ĥl (α = 0) = 1

2 (Ĥl+s>0 + Ĥl+s<0), we
find the following relation 〈Ĥl+s>0〉 � 〈T̂ 〉 � 〈Ĥl+s<0〉. To
solve the attractive eigenvalue problem we apply the method
of Frobenius and match orders of a series expansion. There-
fore, we define

ρ :=
√

8m|E |
h̄2 r, (8)

λl,s := α(l + s)
√

m

2h̄2|E | > 0, (9)

for which our radial problem assumes a convenient form
[30,31],[

∂2

∂ρ2
+ ∂

ρ∂ρ
− l2

ρ2
+ λl,s

ρ
− 1

4

]
R(ρ) = 0. (10)

To reach a simple closed form solution, we introduce the
Ansatz R(ρ) = e−ρ/2 f (ρ) in agreement with the literature
[30][

∂2

∂ρ2
− ∂

∂ρ
+ ∂

ρ∂ρ
− l2

ρ2
+

(
λl,s − 1

2

) 1

ρ

]
f (ρ) = 0. (11)

The Ansatz is motivated, since for large ρ our system ap-

proaches [ ∂2

∂ρ2 − 1
4 ]v(ρ), which has the normalizable solution

v(ρ) = e−ρ/2. If we apply the series representation f (ρ) =∑∞
i=0 ciρ

i and match the different orders in ρ, we find after an
index shift i �→ i + 1 with c−1 = 0:

∞∑
i=−1

ci+1i(i + 1)ρ i−1 − ciiρ
i−1 + ci+1(i + 1)ρ i−1

− 1

2
ciρ

i−1 − l2ci+1ρ
i−1 + λl,sciρ

i−1

= 0. (12)

This gives rise to the indicial equation:

ci+1[(i + 1)2 − l2] = ci
[
i + 1

2 − λl,s
]
. (13)

It implies the “series switches on” for ci+1 when (i + 1)2 = l2,
i.e., i + 1 = l , and it can terminate only if i + 1

2 = λ. Oth-
erwise one would converge to a non-normalizable solution
since ci+1 → ci

i for large i and f → ∑∞
i=0

ρi

i! . Now, introduc-
ing quantum number n := i = λ − 1

2 leads to a simple closed
form solution for the energy eigenvalues

En,l,s = −q2A2
φ

2m

[
2(l + s)

2n + 1

]2

, n � l, l + s > 0. (14)

Finally, reintroducing the initially neglected diamagnetic
energy shift EA2 leads to the total one-electron energy within
an inhomogeneous, 1/r-decaying magnetic field:

E tot
n,l,s = q2A2

φ

2m

(
1 −

[
2(l + s)

2n + 1

]2)
, n � l, l + s > 0. (15)

Notice that likewise, hydrogen related, quantization rules arise
for two-dimensional magnetic quantum dots [32,33]. How-
ever, in the following, we can construct the respective explicit
closed form eigenfunctions, which will provide fundamental
physical insights not only analytically but also numerically.

Remark. The exact solution of the nonattractive eigen-
value problem (l + s � 0) will remain unknown, since the
Frobenius method does not terminate anymore under these
circumstances.

Eigenfunctions. After having identified the energy eigen-
values for n � l, l + s > 0, we can next find the correspond-
ing eigenfunctions by expressing f (ρ) = ρ l L(ρ) [31]. This
turns Eq. (11) into

ρ
d2L

dρ2
+ (ν + 1 − ρ)

dL

dρ
+ wL = 0, w, ν ∈ N0, (16)

which can be solved by the associated Laguerre polynomials
Lν

w of degree w and parameter ν [34]. The associated Laguerre
polynomials are given by Rodrigues’ formula [34],

Lν
w(ρ) = ρ−νeρ

w!

dw

dxw
(e−ρρw+ν ). (17)

It is straightforward to show that our radial Eq. (10) trans-
forms into Eq. (16) for the discovered energy eigenvalue En,l,s

with

Rn,l,s = e− ρ

2 ρ lL2l
n−l (ρ). (18)

Consequently, the orthonormal eigenfunctions of our full
problem can be written as

�n,l,s = 1√
Nn,l

eilφe− ρ

2 ρ lL2l
n−l (ρ)χ (s), (19)

which is identical to the 2D Hydrogen atom solution, except
for a different energy scaling in radial coordinates,

ρ(r) = 2qAφ

h̄

2(l + s)

2n + 1
r, (20)

which was introduced in Eq. (8), The corresponding normal-
ization is explicitly calculated as [34]

Nn,l =
∫ 2π

0

∫ ∞

0
e−ρρ2l

(
L2l

n−l )
2ρdρdφ

= 2π
(n + l )!

(n − l )!
(2n + 1). (21)

The orthogonality of the eigenfunctions for different eigenval-
ues is easy to demonstrate. The orthogonality of degenerate
eigenstates is a little more involved, yet will be shown subse-
quently. Notice also that the spin quantum number s enters
the energy dependent scaling factor ρ, which introduces a
radial spin dependence of the wave function. Different nor-
malization constants arising for r-dependent eigenfunctions
are given in Appendix A.

Boundary conditions and uniqueness of eigenstates. Fi-
nally we comment on the uniqueness of the eigenfunctions
and its boundary conditions. Since the radial equation is a
second-order differential equation it allows for, in general,
two linearly independent solutions. A unique solution is then
usually either fixed by choosing appropriate boundary condi-
tions or by normalizability. Since the different forms of the
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radial equations are of Sturm-Liouville type, there are very
general results available that clarify which conditions are ap-
propriate for a self-adjoint Hamiltonian [35,36]. At ρ → ∞,
no boundary condition can be chosen and normalizability
singles out the unique asymptotic form of the two linearly
independent solutions ν±(ρ) = e±ρ/2. At the lower endpoint
ρ = 0, normalizability singles out the unique form if l 	= 0
in analogy to the three-dimensional hydrogen case [37]. This
becomes apparent from Eq. (16), for which a Sturm-Liouville
classification of the different endpoints based on the value
of l exists [36,38]. Again, in analogy to the usual hydrogen
case, for l = 0 different boundary conditions at ρ = 0 can be
chosen, and we have selected the usual Friedrich’s boundary
conditions [36,38].

Analytic solutions for gs = 0. Notice that our analytic
solution also applies for gs = 0, which is equivalent to no
Stern-Gerlach term (neglected Zeeman interaction), i.e., the
normal Schrödinger equation is solved instead of the Pauli
equation. For this reduced Hamiltonian, we find that the
expressions for the eigenvalues and eigenstates given in
Eqs. (15) and (19) still apply, when setting s = 0 and n � l >

0. However, despite this minor modifications, emerging from
the interaction of the spin-1/2 particles with the magnetic
field, local properties can strongly deviate between gs = 2 and
gs = 0, as will be shown in Sec. IV.

III. SINGLE ELECTRON PROPERTIES AND DISTORTED
LANDAU LEVELS

In a next step, we explore single electron properties based
on our analytic solutions in a 1/r-decaying magnetic field.
From the quantized energy given in Eqs. (15), one can imme-
diately derive fundamental spectral properties [see Fig. 1(a)].

(1) Bounded energy domain. For the allowed quantum
numbers, it is straightforward to see that the constant diamag-
netic energy shift EA compensates exactly for the attractive
potential term entering Eq. (7). Hence, we find

0 � E tot
n,l,s � EA2 . (22)

This implies that the diamagnetic energy EA2 = limn→∞ E tot
n,l,s

determines an Aφ-dependent upper bound in our gauge choice,
beyond which the unknown (!) solutions of the nonattractive
eigenvalue problem commence.

(2) Spin-half degeneracy. Each energy level is spin degen-
erate, i.e., E tot

n,l,1/2 = E tot
n,l+1,−1/2, except for the ground-state

energy E tot
n,n,1/2 = 0, which solely consists of spin up electrons,

assuming a magnetic field direction along the negative z axis.
(3) Dense energy spectrum. It is straightforward to show the

dense nature of the energy spectrum given in Eq. (15). Indeed
every element in the interval given by Eq. (22) is a limit point,
i.e., we have eigenvalues arbitrarily close.

(3) Infinite energy degeneracy. Interestingly, in addition to
the dense nature of the energy spectrum, one can also show
that each energy level is infinitely degenerate (as Landau
levels are), since no restrictions apply to the radial space for
our solution, i.e., ρ ∈ [0,∞). The degeneracy becomes imme-
diately evident for the lowest energy E tot

n,n,1/2 = 0. However, it
is a general property of each energy eigenvalue as one sees

by setting E tot
n,l,s

!= const, whose representative solution for the

spin up case (s = 1/2) is obtained from:

2l + 1

2n + 1
= odd

odd
= const, (23)

with

l = (2l0 + 1)k − 1

2
, (24)

n = (2n0 + 1)k − 1

2
, (25)

and k ∈ {2D + 1, D ∈ N0} (similar solution applies for spin
down s = −1/2 with l �→ l + 1). The introduced subscript
0 indicates the smallest allowed quantum numbers for a
fixed energy eigenvalue. The relations to generate degenerate
eigenvalues given in Eqs. (24) and (25) have important con-
sequences for the eigenfunctions defined in Eq. (19). Indeed,
they ensure that every degenerate eigenvalue (with identical
spin) possesses a unique angular quantum number l . This
automatically imposes orthogonality on the corresponding
eigenstates via angular or spin selection rules. The infinite
degeneracy of the energy spectrum is a very important prop-
erty which connects directly our solution to the well-known
Landau levels. Infinite degeneracy shows up also for the
Landau levels, as the energy spectrum is independent of the
momentum quantum number [1,2]. This fact is directly con-
nected to the quantization of the Hall conductance [3]. In
our inhomogeneous case, however, the infinite degeneracy is
much more intricate, than for the Landau levels, as it depends
on the interplay between two quantum numbers, n and l .

(4) Exponential localization. The radial exponentially sup-
pressed localization of the eigenstates given in Eq. (19)
has an interesting interpretation. First, by definition they
correspond to a boundstate solution of our single electron
Hamiltonian operator. Second, they can be considered as an
“intermediate” regime ∼ exp(−r) between the delocalized
free electron gas solution ∼1 and the more localized Gaussian
form ∼ exp(−r2) of the Landau solution in homogeneous
magnetic fields. Consequently, we anticipate that the influence
of electron-electron interaction should overall be less severe
for our inhomogeneous magnetic setup in comparison with the
more localized Landau case and the subsequently developed
noninteracting many-body solution should indeed represent
a physically reasonable model. For our setting, the radial
localization of the eigenstates is visualized by means of radial
uncertainties r in Fig. 1(a). It reveals that the uncertainty in-
creases considerably, particularly for larger energies and radii,
and can spread over dozens of nm, i.e., can be considered
strongly delocalized with respect to typical molecular scales.

Having access to simple closed form solutions of the eigen-
fuctions in Eq. (19) allows the determination of rigorous
dipole selection rules for angular- and spin-quantum number.
By evaluating 〈n, l, s|qr|n′, l ′, s′〉, one finds

l = ±1, s = 0. (26)

for dipole allowed transitions. Interestingly, numerical cal-
culations of the radial integrals (see Appendix A) show that
approximately even more stringent dipole selection rules ap-
ply:

n ∈ {0, 1}, l = ±1, s = 0, (27)
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FIG. 1. Radially resolved 〈r〉n,l,s energy eigenvalues En,l,s of the electrons for a Aφ/r-decaying magnetic field with Aφ = −0.186 μTm.
The black doted horizontal lines indicate the boundaries of allowed energy eigenvalues for our solution. Notice, that higher-lying energies
exist for l + s � 0, but the solutions remain unknown. In (a), B-field aligned spin configuration are marked with and antialigned electrons
with . Small horizontal lines correspond to the radial uncertainties r =

√
〈r2〉 − 〈r〉2. Overall, it is clearly shown that the presence of

the inhomogeneous magnetic field increases the radial electron localization close to the origin in combination with a coarse graining of the
discrete energy levels. Further away from the origin the denseness of the energy spectrum becomes apparent. The lowest lying (E = 0),
infinitely degenerate, electronic states can only emerge if the Zeeman interaction between the magnetic field and the spin is considered. In (b),
the dipole allowed transitions are indicated by green lines for n = 0 and purple lines for n = 1. For illustrative purpose, we restrict our
visualization to the spin- states (equivalent results hold for the spin- states). The first few distorted Landau levels (purple) are labeled by
ν � 0 at their respective highest energies. Notice the strong curvature for ν � 1. Similarly, distorted Landau levels could also be identified for
spin-down electrons starting at ν = 1.

which leads in for the allowed quantum numbers n � l >

0, l + s > 0 to effectively only two relevant transition chan-
nels for single electron states n′, l ′, s′, as visualized in
Fig. 1(b) for s = 1/2. Indeed, the dipole allowed transition
pattern visualized in Fig. 1(b) suggests the definition of dis-
torted Landau levels ν in our setting:

ν := n − l,

{
ν ∈ N0 if s = 1/2
ν ∈ N if s = −1/2 , (28)

which are illustrated by the purple lines for s = 1/2. The
corresponding interlevel transitions (green) obey ν = ±1,
whereas the allowed intralevel transitions (purple) obey

ν = 0. Notice that the lowest lying Level ν = 0 remains
flat, as it is the case for Landau levels, provided that the
Zeeman interaction is considered with gs = 2. For ν > 0,
the levels become strongly distorted with respect to radius
〈r〉. For relatively low energies (and large radii), they remain
relatively flat, but having a negative curvature dE/d〈r〉 � 0,
which becomes increasingly negative for intermediate ener-
gies, eventually culminating in a flat positive curvature for
E � EA2 . The emergence of such strongly distorted Landau
levels has important consequences for the Hall conductivity
as will be seen in Sec. IV B 2. Notice that lifted degeneracies
of the Landau levels have previously been observed in special
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Landau settings with locally constant (but inhomogeneous)
magnetic fields [39] or under the influence of additional elec-
tric fields [40].

IV. 2D ELECTRON GAS IN INHOMOGENEOUS
MAGNETIC FIELD

After having discussed the single electron solution for our
inhomogeneous magnetic field setting, we continue by inves-
tigating fundamental many-body properties for noninteracting
electrons. In other words, we leave the “atomistic” single
electron perspective and focus on Fermi energy EF depen-
dent “solid state” characteristics instead. Surprisingly, we will
find that the many-body problem cannot only be evaluated
numerically, but there is even a simple closed form solution
accessible in the thermodynamic limit (N → ∞) at EF =
0+. This allows unique physical insights complementary to
numerical calculations. Overall, we will focus on spatially
sensitive properties (e.g., local densities), which are strongly
affected by the 1/r-decaying B field at the origin, as well
as asymptotic observables (e.g., Hall conductivity) that are
dominated by the influence of the constant vector potential Aφ

instead. Specifically the spatially-dependent properties [see
also Figs 1(a) and 1(b)] will highlight a strong departure
from the usual condensed-matter perspective and show how
extended systems are connected to the more local atomic and
molecular physics.

A. Analytic solution for the distorted Landau level at ν = 0

We continue with the derivation of a simple closed form
solution for the charge, current and magnetization densities of
the fully filled lowest level ν = 0 (EF = 0+). For this purpose,
we introduce the charge density,

n̂(r) = q
N∑

i=1

δ(r − ri ) (29)

as well as the physical charge current density in the Coulomb
gauge [41],

j(r) = jorb(r) + js(r), (30)

which is decomposed into orbital jorb = jpara + jdia current
contributions, arising from the paramagnetic jpara and diamag-
netic jdia terms, and the spin-dependent magnetization current
density js(r) due to the Stern-Gerlach term. Notice that we
chose to explicitly account for the negative electronic charges
in our density definitions, e.g., the more negative the charge
density becomes, the more electrons accumulate locally. Sim-
ilarly, the different charge current density observables can
explicitly defined as

jpara (r) := h̄q

2mi

N∑
i=1

(δ(r − ri )
−→∇ i − ←−∇ iδ(r − ri )), (31)

jdia (r) := − q2

mc

N∑
i=1

δ(r − ri )A(r), (32)

js(r) := h̄q

2m

N∑
i=1

−→∇ × σ iδ(r − ri ) = ∇ × ms(r). (33)

In the last step, the divergence free magnetization current
density was expressed as the curl of the magnetization density
ms. It can be written in a particularly simple form for the
noninteracting electrons of our system,

ms(r) = h̄q

m

N∑
i=1

siδ(r − ri )ez. (34)

Notice that the origin of the magnetization current ĵ
s

is purely
quantum mechanical, since it is spin-dependent, whereas
orbital currents can also emerge in a classical setting. Further-
more, the magnetization current can only play a significant
role for inhomogeneous spin magnetizations mz(r), which are
not present in the ubiquitous Landau setting.

In a next step, we evaluate the density expressions given
in Eqs. (29)–(34) for the fully occupied, infinitely degenerate,
lowest level at En,n,1/2 = 0. Surprisingly, the resulting infinite
series converges to the following thermodynamic limit solu-
tion (N → ∞) for the charge density in radial coordinates:

n0(r, φ) = q
∞∑

n=0

ψ∗
n,n, 1

2
ψn,n, 1

2

= q2Aφ

h̄π

e− 2qAφ

h̄ r sinh
( 2qAφ

h̄ r
)

r
, (35)

where we applied the eigenstates explicitly given in Eq. (A4)
of Appendix A and used the series expansion of sinh(x)/x =∑∞

n=0 x2n/(2n + 1)!. Notice, we can also find the correspond-
ing simple closed form solution for ñ0(k) in reciprocal k space
(see Appendix C), which diverges (!) for k → 0. Now, we
utilize Eq. (35) to derive simple closed form solutions for the
many-body current densities defined in Eqs. (31)–(33) in a
similar fashion,

jpara
0 (r, φ) = h̄q

2πmr

∞∑
n=0

nψ∗
n,n, 1

2
ψn,n, 1

2

= q3A2
φ

π h̄m

e− 2qAφ

h̄ r

r

×
(

cosh
(2qAφ

h̄
r
)

− sinh
( 2qAφ

h̄ r
)

2qAφ

h̄ r

)
eφ, (36)

jdia
0 (r, φ) = −qAφ

m
n0(r, φ)eφ, (37)

ms
0(r, φ) = h̄

2m
n0(r, φ)ez, (38)

js
0(r, φ) = − d

dr
ms

z(r) = − jpara
0 (r, φ) − jdia

0 (r, φ). (39)

The last relation between orbital and magnetization current
densities derived in Eq. (39) arises, when comparing the
explicit results of jpara

0 and jdia
0 with js

0. This is a truly aston-
ishing result, since this means that the total current density of
the fully occupied lowest band vanishes exactly on the entire
domain (!) of the infinitely extended 2D electron sheet (see
Figs. 2 and 4)

jtot
0 (r, φ) := jpara

0 + jdia
0 + js

0 = 0. (40)
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FIG. 2. From top to bottom: radially resolved charge, current
and magnetization densities for Aφ = −0.186 μTm. Notice that we
explicitly account for the negative electronic charges, i.e., the more
negative the charge density becomes, the more electrons accumulate
locally. Thin continuous lines correspond to the analytic solution of
the fully filled, infinitely degenerate lowest band at EF = 0+. Solid
lines, made of discrete triangles, correspond to the numerical solution
for the fully filled flat band at EF = E2,1,1/2 = 1.96 meV. The later
case nicely exemplifies the B-field induced Friedel oscillations for
the charge density around the origin. They are accompanied by
para- jpara and diamagnetic jdia, as well as magnetization current
js oscillations, which result in a total current jtot oscillating around
the origin. Interestingly, the corresponding total magnetization of
this band indicates a mostly paramagnetic response to the applied
magnetic field, whereas the lowest band does not respond at all, i.e.,
jtot
0 = mtot

0 = 0, thanks to the exact cancellation of the orbital and
spin contributions for gs = 2.

This automatically indicates a zero total magnetic response
mtot = 0, where we used the general definition for the
magnetization density: j := ∇ × m and ∇ · m = 0 with nor-
malizability condition. One would typically only expect such
a vanishing magnetization density (found for EF = 0+) in
free space, but not in the presence of the induced, strongly
inhomogeneous charge distribution, as given by Eq. (35). No-
tice that tiny deviations of the exact cancellation arise from

relativistic quantum fluctuations, which would introduce
small corrections to gs = 2 [42]. The observed subtle can-
cellation effect between orbital and magnetization currents
can only emerge if the Zeeman interaction is included in our
many-electron problem, whereas, for example, for gs = 0 the
lowest flat level μ = 0 must not (!) exist, i.e., one would
observe a similar zero total current density at EF = O+, but
originating from the zero occupancy at finite radii r instead
(absence of charges). For this reason, the total charge densities
strongly deviate between the gs = 0 and the gs = 2 solution,
where only the later one shows a pronounced aggregation at
the origin. This fundamental difference is rather surprising,
give the close resemblance of the respective single electron
solutions derived in Sec. II. Consequently, a quantum effect
(Zeeman interaction) fundamentally alters the (local) proper-
ties of our system.

Notice that on a first sight our lowest flat level ν = 0
closely resembles the Landau solution, for a homogeneous
magnetic field (see Appendix D) applied to a noninteracting
electron gas, which also predicts flat Landau levels with zero
orbital and zero magnetization currents. However, as already
stated, in our case, we find a highly inhomogeneous charge
density distribution instead and the zero total magnetization
is only reached thanks to opposing magnetization and orbital
currents.

B. General many-body solution in the noninteracting
limit for EF � 0

In a next step, we investigate the many-electron prob-
lem for EF > 0 numerically, in the vicinity of the magnetic
field impurity at r = 0. Again, we assume fully filled bands
throughout the calculations. Fortunately, the numerical re-
sults reveal that we reach locally converged noninteracting
many-body solutions around the origin, with only a limited
amount of eigenstates. This convergence in real space is rather
surprising, since we deal with an infinite amount of electrons,
where infinite many energy level are infinitely degenerate. A
problem that in principle cannot be represented on a computer.
However, thanks to the exponential localization of the states,
simulations show that we can indeed reach numerically con-
verged real-space, many-body solutions in the vicinity of the
magnetic impurity.

Before continuing our computational analysis, we com-
ment on the delicate choice of a reasonable parameter range
for our investigations, which will hopefully become experi-
mentally accessible in the near future. For this purpose, we
try to minimize the magnetic flux through the 2D electron
gas sample by choosing a small circular vector potential Aφ .
However, on the one hand, this comes at the cost of reducing
the allowed energy domain given in Eq. (22) and thermal noise
may become an issue. On the other hand, reducing Aφ will also
reduce the real space density of states for each energy level,
as we can immediately infer from the scaling of the radial
expectation value of a single electron

〈r̂〉nn1/2 = h̄

qAφ

(n + 1), (41)

at EF = 0. Notice that the derivation of Eq. (41) is straight-
forward, since the associate Laguerre polynomial contribute
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FIG. 3. On the left: Radial density distributions reveal the quantization of the energy continuum around the origin, due to the applied
inhomogeneous magnetic field with Aφ = −0.186 μTm. On the right: The energy and density structure of the emergent levels is visualized
based on the number of electrons Nmax contained within each level up to a radial distance of rmax = 50 nm. The horizontal yellow lines
indicate the standard Landau-levels for a setup with identical magnetic flux, measured through the circular surface area limited by rmax.

Dashed horizontal lines identify the most (red) and second most (black) prominent levels, which are given by ν = 1 and ν = 2. Notice that
the observed DOS discretization seems to be a local effect, which vanishes for larger radii rmax � 50 nm, where the discrete energy spectrum
becomes denser (i.e., almost continuous).

trivially L2l
n−l = 1 to the involved eigenstates for n = l . Like-

wise scaling results hold for the density of states in higher
lying bands, as we can infer from our numerical calculations.
Consequently, with small Aφ a 2D electron gas with very
low charge density may be required to investigate lower ly-
ing energy bands. Therefore, one has to ensure that Wigner
crystallization, i.e., a phase where the Coulomb interaction
between the electrons dominates, does not hamper the results
[43]. Having made all these preliminary consideration, we
suggest Aφ = −0.186 μTm as a reasonable choice, which will
be used throughout our work. It ensures that the localized
states in the lowest energy band at EF = 0+ could in prin-
ciple be populated solely, for a 2D material (e.g., transition
metaldichalcogenide monolayers [43]) with an extremely low
electron density of n2D = 1011 cm2 and an effective mass
m∗ ≈ 1, when considering a radial area defined by rmax = 50
nm. Such dilute electron gas have been realized experimen-
tally, for which Wigner crystallization could be avoided at
temperatures above TW ≈ 11 ± 1 K (measured in absence of
magnetic fields) [43]. Clearly, for higher electron densities,
which implies EF > 0 in our setting, the Wigner crystal-
lization issue becomes less severe and lower temperatures
could be reached to suppress thermal noise. Nevertheless, our
selected Aφ value ensures that the energetic regime of the
derived bound state solution is wider than the thermal noise,
i.e., on the order of a EA2 ≈ 3 meV ∼ TA � 35 K, which
should in principle allow measurements down to EF = 0+.
Eventually, our considerations to minimize the magnetic field
strength suggests the preparation of a (state of the art) dilute
2D electron gas within a temperature regime TW � T � TA.
Notice that the homogeneous Bhom-field equivalent, which
generates the same magnetic flux through a circular surface
with 100 nm diameter as provided by our inhomogeneous

setting, is given by Bhom ≈ 7.5 T. A value that can routinely
be achieved for homogeneous Landau settings [43]. However,
the experimental realization of a constant 1/r-decaying field
shape, will require considerable experimental effort. Potential
setups may facilitate magnetic lensing with metamaterials
or shaping the fields with (pumped) cavities, which offer a
versatile approach to tailor electromagnetic-fields down to the
nanoscale [44].

1. Magnetic field driven charge and current density oscillations

After having determined a reasonable field strength, we
continue by investigating the radially resolved charge density
with respect to the energy around the origin (see Fig. 2). This
analysis reveals a remarkable feature of our system. It depicts
that a discrete, flat band-like, density structure emerges close
to the origin. At a first sight, this appears to contradict our
earlier definition of the distorted Landau levels. However,
the here observed energetic quantization of the density of
state (DOS) has two fundamental limitations. First, it remains
restricted to the vicinity of the origin, whereas for larger radii
the charge density becomes more and more continuous with
respect to E . Second, the usual angular transition dipole selec-
tion rules l = ±1 effectively prevent significant interband
transition between neighboring DOS levels (e.g., see linear re-
sponse Hall conductivity in Sec. IV B 2). Hence, the intriguing
energy band structure in Fig. 3(b) will determine the physics
of our setup most likely only for very specific observables and
perturbations, but not generally as it was the case for Landau
levels.

Nevertheless, the observed discrete DOS pattern has some
interesting properties that we would like to mention and com-
pare with the ubiquitous Landau levels. For example, the usual
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FIG. 4. Angularly resolved density distribution for Aφ = −0.186 μTm. The color-coding of each row is fixed to ensure horizontal
comparability, whereas the displayed color-bars extend over the entire value range, which accounts for the substantial inhomogeneity at
the origin. Left column shows the analytic solution of the lowest band, orbital jorb and magnetization js currents cancel exactly and lead to a
zero magnetic response mtot = 0 to the applied B field. The right column corresponds to the total densities of the system with occupied bands
up to EF = E2,1,1/2. It demonstrates that the magnetic induced oscillatory behavior persists for the entire system and is not only restricted to
specific bands (e.g., at EF = E2,1,1/2 as displayed in the middle column). However, we find that the joint magnetic response of all filled levels
always remains diamagnetic (e.g., mtot � 0 ∀r at the bottom of the right column), whereas selected degenerated energy levels may respond
paramagnetically (see bottom figure in the middle column).

equidistant energy spacing is broken for our discrete DOS
plateaus [see Fig. 3(b)]. Furthermore, in our case the DOS
does not only depend nontrivially on the applied vector poten-
tial strength Aφ , but also on the energy E and the considered
integrated surface around the origin (rmax). For this reason,

we do not have access to the scaling of the Fermi-energy
with respect to the externally applied field throughout this
work. As mentioned earlier, the DOS discretization pattern
vanishes for large rmax due to the dense nature of the spectrum.
This indicates that the physical origin of the discretization
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is most likely related to the decaying magnetic field and
not a direct consequence of the constant vector potential Aφ ,
which determines the asymptotic properties of our setting. In
more detail, we find that the most dominant density plateaus
around the origin can be attributed to the quantum numbers
n, l = n − 1, s = 1

2 , which introduces a n−1 decaying pattern
in energy spacing, i.e.,

E tot
n,n−1, 1

2
= 4q2A2

φ

m
· n

(1 + 2n)2
, n � 1 (42)

marked by the red dashed lines in Fig. 3(b). Notice, this pat-
tern exactly corresponds to the allowed intralevel transitions
of our distorted Landau level at ν = 1, which contains the
radially most localized electrons with E > 0. Less dominant
patterns are found with decreasing order for ν > 1 [see black
dashed lines for ν = 2 in Fig. 3(b)]. Another interesting aspect
of the inhomogeneous field arises if one compares the density
of states for our plateaus with the Landau solution assuming
an equal magnetic flux through the surface defined by rmax

[yellow lines in Fig. 3(b)]. One immediately notices that the
Landau levels have an increased DOS and the energetic spac-
ing is considerably larger. Another major difference is that the
number of electrons per Landau level scales quadratically with
rmax, whereas in our case, the scaling is nontrivial except for
the lowest band for which Eq. (41) suggests a linear (!) scaling
in nmax ∝ 〈r̂〉nmaxnmax1/2 = rmax.

After having discussed this local DOS discretization, we
focus next on the charge and current-density observables,
around the origin, which are computationally accessible for
a finite number of one-electron states.

In Fig. 2, charge, current, and magnetization density pro-
files are displayed with respect to the radial distance r from
the origin. Thin lines correspond to the previously derived
analytic results for the fully filled band (energy levels) at EF =
0, whereas bold triangles indicate a numerical solution for a
prototypical, fully filled, infinitely degenerated energy level
at EF = E2,1,1/2. One immediately notices that the B-field
inhomogeneity introduces a magnetic defect in the electron
gas, resulting in an accumulation of negative charge around
the origin. When filling higher lying bands (EF > 0), radial
charge density fluctuations occur, which contribute addition-
ally to the negative charge accumulation, introduced by the
lowest-lying flat band (top panel of Fig. 2) given in Eq. (35).
The emergent charge density fluctuations in Fig. 2 resemble
Friedel oscillations, which typically emerge in the vicinity
of charge impurities. While, the oscillatory behavior around
the origin can only be determined numerically for our setup
with EF > 0 assuming fully filled bands, an analytic statement
can be made at the origin, i.e., for r = 0. In more detail, we
notice from Eq. (19) that only states �n,0,1/2 of zero angular
momentum (l = 0) are nonvanishing at the origin. Notice that
this implies the corresponding state �ν,0,1/2 possesses the
highest total energy within every distorted Landau level ν =
n, s = 1/2. Consequently, the density at the origin counts the
number of fully filled distorted Landau levels. Furthermore,
the charge density at the origin is effectively determined by
only one electron for Fermi energies 0+ � EF < E tot

1,0,1/2 =
8/9EA2 , which already covers a significant part of the bound
state spectrum. The charge density at the origin for a filling up

to E ν
F = E tot

ν,0,1/2 is given by

n
(
0, E ν

F

)
:= q

ν∑
n=0

∫ 2π

0
�∗

n,0,1/2(0, φ)�n,0,1/2(0, φ)dφ (43)

= 4q3A2
φ

h̄2

ν∑
n=0

1

(2n + 1)3
, (44)

based on Eq. (A1) with the respective normalization in
Eq. (A2) given in Appendix A. Two particularly interesting
(limiting) cases are

n
(
0, E0

F

) = 4q3A2
φ

h̄2 , (45)

n
(
0, E∞

F

) = 7

8
ζ (3)n

(
0, E0

F

) ≈ 1.0518 n
(
0, E0

F

)
, (46)

where ζ indicates the Riemann Zeta function. Consequently,
even if all bound states are occupied, i.e., infinite electrons can
contribute to the density at the origin, it is only modified by
about 5% compared with the single electronic state occupation
from n = 0, l = 0, and s = 1/2.

In addition to the charge density properties of our system,
we also observe nonvanishing, circular charge currents (in
φ direction) for EF > 0, which show oscillatory behavior in
radial direction (middle panel in Fig. 2) with correspond-
ing magnetization fluctuations in the bottom panel of Fig. 2
( j(r) = ∇ × m, with ∇ · m = 0). Interestingly, the radially
resolved total current density jtot seems to oscillate around
zero, i.e., they can change direction. This is a true quantum
effect, which could not emerge for identical classical charges,
subject to the inhomogeneous magnetic field along z. In more
detail, one can show that every single electron current expec-
tation value is positive 〈 jtot〉n,l,s > 0 for our setting, i.e., the
diamagnetic term dominates [see Eq. (B4) in Appendix B].
This automatically implies that the total magnetic response of
our system will be diamagnetic, which agrees with the Landau
case [1]. However, in the vicinity of the magnetic impurity
things can change fundamentally. While overall the charge
and current density fluctuations remain qualitatively similar,
i.e., independent of considering all bands up to the Fermi level
(right column in Fig. 4) or only the highest occupied band
(middle column in Fig. 4), things change, when investigating
the magnetization density. In that case, one observes that
the magnetic response can become paramagnetic for certain
bands (see bottom row in Fig. 4), while the total magnetic
response always remains diamagnetic. A crucial ingredient for
this effect is the proper consideration of the Zeeman interac-
tion as well as spin-dependent magnetization currents, in order
to achieve the paramagnetic response of certain (degenerate)
energy bands.

To summarize our many-body results up to this point, we
would like to mention that overall the fundamental driving
mechanism investigated so far is mostly local, and is mainly
be related to the strong magnetic field inhomogeneity, which
decays as 1/r. In other words, the constant circular vector
potential Aφ plays only a minor role for the observed local
density aggregation and fluctuations or for the emergence
of the DOS plateaus. However, things change for different
observable, as we will see next.
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FIG. 5. Sketched Hall conductivity and induced currents for two different perturbation with static electric fields: (a) Angularly averaged
Hall conductivity tensor σxy(rx ) at radius rx for a static, homogeneous electric field perturbation Ey = Eey with an inhomogeneous magnetic
field Bz(r) directed along the negative z-axis. Longitudinal electronic current densities induced by Ey are indicated by jy(rx, φ). Transversal
electronic Hall current densities are given by jHall

x (rx, φ), which are related to the Ey-perturbation by the local transversal Hall conductivity
σxy(rx, φ). The background color indicates the sign and magnitude of the total current densities jtot (r), induced by the inhomogeneous magnetic
field, as shown in Fig. 4. (b) Similar setup, where the electric field perturbation is given by Ey(rx ) = δ(r − rx )Eey instead, which induces
different Hall currents.

2. Vector potential driven sign flip in Hall conductance

In a next step, we investigate the radially resolved rx Hall
conductivity tensor σxy for a static, homogeneous electric field
perturbation in y direction [see Fig. 5(a)]. At zero temperature,
the linear response Hall conductivity assumes the following
simple form [45,46]:

σxy(rx, EF ) = ie2

h̄

∑
Ea<EF <Eb

1

(Ea − Eb)2

× [〈a|δ(rx − r)v̂x|b〉〈b|v̂y|a〉
− 〈a|v̂y|b〉〈b|δ(rx − r)v̂x|a〉], (47)

The velocity operator v̂ = ( p̂ − qA)/m can be written as[
v̂x

v̂y

]
= 1

m

(
− i h̄

[
cos φ∂r − sin φ

r ∂φ

sin φ∂r + cos φ

r ∂φ

]
− qA

[− sin φ

cos φ

])
,

(48)

where the Cartesian components x, y are expressed in radial
coordinates.

The radially resolved Hall conductivity in Eq. (47) has
two major advantages compared with the standard integrated
quantity. First, it reveals the rich local conductivity variations,
which we anticipate due to the observed charge and current
density oscillations around the origin. Second, thanks to the
exponential localization of the single electron eigenstates, we
can indeed determine locally converged Hall conductivities at
the magnetic impurity for infinite system sizes, which can be
utilized to infer asymptotic properties of our system. Notice
that the involved angular and spin integrals are solved for the
transition velocity elements, which give rise to the same angu-
lar and spin selection rules as previously seen in Eq. (26) for
the transition dipole moments. This reduces the computational

demand of the summation over occupied |a〉 and unoccupied
states |b〉 considerably, since the only nonvanishing contribu-
tions arise from la = lb ± 1 (see Appendix A for more details
on the numerics).

The locally converged Hall conductivity σxy(rx, EF ) is dis-
played in Fig. 6(a) with respect to rx (angularly integrated
in φx) up to rmax = 50 nm for the static, homogeneous elec-
tric field perturbation along y. One immediately notices that
the magnetic inhomogeneity leads to a depletion of the con-
ductivity close to the origin (rx < 10 nm), i.e., a whitening
of the color pattern, which is caused by the relatively low
electron density of the excited states in combination with
large E = Eb − Ea for the allowed transitions. However,
our locally converged Hall conductivity suggests a remarkable
asymptotic feature for our setting: the emergence of quantum-
Hall phases where the sign of the conductance fluctuates. In
more detail, we find that the local Hall conductivity is negative
(blue) for EF < Eλ, at λ = 1/4 with Eλ given in Eq. (50),
and positive for higher lying Fermi energies (red). This sign
change appears even more pronounced for the integrated con-
ductivity pattern σ rmax

xy (EF ) := ∫ rmax

0 σxy(rx, EF )rxdrx shown in
Fig. 6(b). It is important to mention that this phenomenon
of the sign change in the Hall conductance also shows up
experimentally for the Hofstadter butterfly in Moiré materials
[7,10], for which the homogeneity of the system is broken by
the lattice periodicity, whereas in our case we rely on a B-field
inhomogeneity.

To reach our numerical results, it turns out that the accurate
consideration of a relatively large number of single electron
states is vital to reach converged results and in particular no
reduction of the allowed n transitions can be applied to
speedup the calculations (caused by the 1/E2-dependency
of σxy). The convergences becomes particularly tricky for
larger Fermi energies, due to previously discussed increase
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FIG. 6. (a) Radially resolved Hall conductivity σxy for a homogeneous electric field perturbation along the y direction. To reach a locally
converged solution within rmax = 50 nm, a large number of single electron eigenstates with 〈r〉 � rmax is required, which indicates that
the locally observed Hall conductivity switch is driven by the constant anisotropic vector potential instead of the localized inhomogeneous
magnetic field. (b) Consequently, the integrated Hall conductivity transition at EF = EA2 (1 − 1/4) is expected to persist in the asymptotic limit
rmax → ∞, which automatically implies that spin contributions are of minor importance for this observable, except for EF = 0+.

in the delocalization of states, i.e., the sharp conductivity
drop (below zero) observed around EF = 3 meV is likely to
be a numerical artifact. The relevance of a large amount of
states with 〈r〉 � rmax indicates that our observation is mainly
driven by the constant Aφ vector potential and not by the
1/r-decaying B field, significant solely in the vicinity of the
origin. This automatically suggests that the Zeeman interac-
tion should not play a significant role, which can indeed be
verified numerically [see almost equivalent results for gs = 0
displayed in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b)]. Clearly, from our locally
converged solution we can only infer asymptotic properties,
and considerable future research effort will be required to
further validate our results theoretically as well as experimen-
tally. However, the fundamental origin of the two different

Hall conductivity phases is likely to be a consequence of the
distorted Landau level structure identified in Figs. 1(a) and
1(b), which possess a clearly positive curvature in the positive
Hall conductivity phase and vice versa for the negative phase.

Moreover, the rich spatial as well as energetic structure
(e.g., density variation, distorted Landau levels) provides
numerous opportunities to discover novel physical effects
emerging for different types of perturbations (e.g., spatially or
time resolved). Here, we exemplify our claim for a specific, lo-
cally resolved Hall conductivity measurement, which reveals
particularly interesting properties. We assume our system is
perturbed with a static constant electric fields directed in y
direction, which acts solely on the radial shells located at ry

[see Fig. 5(b)]. The resulting, φx-integrated Hall conductivity

FIG. 7. (a) Radially resolved Hall conductivity σxy for a homogeneous electric field perturbation along the y direction for gs = 0, i.e.,
without Zeeman interaction. To reach a locally converged solution within rmax = 50 nm, a large number of single electron eigenstates with
〈r〉 � rmax is required, which indicates that the locally observed Hall conductivity switch is driven by the constant anisotropic vector potential
instead of the localized inhomogeneous magnetic field. Thus, the locally resolved result is almost identical to the spin-dependent gs = 2
calculation, confirming that the asymptotic properties are already present at rmax = 50 nm. (b) Consequently, the integrated Hall conductivity
transition at EF = EA2 (1 − 1/4) is again considered to persist in the asymptotic limit rmax → ∞.
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FIG. 8. (a) Radially resolved Hall conductivity σxy measured at rx for a cylindrical electric field perturbation at rx along y. Multiple sharp
conductivity transitions (dotted horizontal lines) are observed for this radially localized (!) perturbation, which follow a Rydberg series (labeled
by λ) that alternates with rather smooth transition of opposite sign. (b) Integrated Hall conductivity transition pattern (summation over many
local measurements at different radii), which clearly allows to distinguish smooth from sharp transitions with respect to the Fermi energy EF .

in x-direction is measured at the position of the perturbation,
i.e., at rx = ry:

σxy(rx, rx, EF ) = ie2

h̄

∑
Ea<EF <Eb

1

(Ea − Eb)2

× [〈a|δ(rx − r)v̂x|b〉〈b|δ(rx − r)v̂y|a〉
− 〈a|δ(rx − r)v̂y|b〉〈b|δ(rx − r)v̂x|a〉]. (49)

The resulting Hall conductivity is displayed with respect to
the Fermi level EF in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b). In contrast to
the previous homogeneous perturbation, we find a fractional
quantum Hall conductivity pattern with sharp (!) transitions
that alternate with smooth sign changes in-between. Interest-
ingly, the sharp Hall conductivity transitions follow exactly
the Rydberg series of the Hydrogen energy levels (horizon-
tally dotted lines), i.e., they are observed at

Eλ := EA2 (1 − λ), (50)

λ = 1

n2
λ

, nλ ∈ N. (51)

Hence, some Hydrogen properties are recovered at least for
this specific perturbation, which one probably might have
expected, due to the similarity of the corresponding partial
differential equations. Notice that similarly to the previous
computations, the convergence of the Hall conductivity be-
comes increasingly complex at high Fermi Energies, i.e., for
λ � 1/16, due to the strong delocalization of the wave func-
tions.

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

To our knowledge, this work establishes the first simple
and explicit, analytical solution for an extended 2D electron
gas subject to a static inhomogeneous magnetic field including
the Zeeman interaction. The resulting exact eigenstates pro-
vide access to the many-body properties of a noninteracting
electron gas, which can be calculated numerically and even
analytically (for EF = 0+) in the thermodynamic limit. Based

on those results, distorted Landau levels could be identified,
which eventually give rise to spin-dependent, localized den-
sity / current oscillations as well as distinct switching between
different asymptotic Hall conductivity phases, driven by the
anisotropic vector potential instead of the decaying magnetic
field. Overall our findings highlight that our exact solution
gives rise to a variety of fundamental new physical effects,
which strongly deviate from the Landau solution, locally as
well as in the asymptotic limit.

However, certainly the experimental verification of our
theoretical results will require considerable future research
effort. Nevertheless, we believe this will be a highly rewarding
endeavor. Despite our fundamental observations made so far,
we are far from having explored the full potential of our
solution yet. Indeed, we believe that our exact solution opens
the door to enter novel physical regimes providing numerous
theoretical and experimental opportunities, which are await-
ing to be explored. For example, novel effects are anticipated
to emerge at a zero Hall conductivity phase transition. More-
over, at the moment, we still lack an asymptotic description
of the density of states, which would allow to determine the
dependency of the Fermi energy EF (Aφ ) with respect to the
applied vector potential strength for a fixed electron density
of the underlying 2D material. Having access to these asymp-
totic properties, could enable the exploration of the magnetic
susceptibility (e.g., De-Haas van Alphen like effects [1]) or
the emergence of different Shubnikov-De Haas [47] like con-
ductivity oscillations for varying magnetic field strengths.
Generally speaking, the application of Kubo’s linear response
theory can be extended to further (static, localized, time- and
even spin-dependent) perturbations, beyond the measurement
of the Hall conductivity. Those theoretical investigations are
ideal to propose and design novel experimental setups. From
a theoretical perspective the formal connection to established
impurity models, such as Anderson localization [22] or the
Kondo effect [23], is still absent. In contrast to our setting,
they are formulated in reciprocal space assuming periodic
systems. Introducing periodicity (e.g., due to the presence
of a lattice) may not be trivial in our setting, due to the
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nonperturbative nature of the magnetic field induced impurity.
Potentially, one could either try to introduce periodicity per-
turbatively, or one could reach for a Hofstadter-butterfly type
of effect [6], assuming periodic magnetic-field perturbations
instead. Apart from raising these open theoretical questions,
our analytic solution may also help the numerical descrip-
tion of light-(quantum)matter interactions in inhomogeneous
magnetic fields. For example, the discovered analytic eigen-
functions could be a reasonable basis-set choice for numerical
simulations of differently decaying, radial symmetric B fields,
which may be easier accessible experimentally than our
1/r solution. Furthermore, corrections from electron-electron
(Coulomb) or even current-current (transverse) interactions
should be straightforward to include numerically on differ-
ent levels of approximations (e.g., Jellium setting). On the
long run, it would also be exciting to investigate our inho-
mogeneous setting in the context of (doped) two-dimensional
heterostructures, similar to Landau levels physics in 2D Moiré
materials [48], which are governed by the interplay of topo-
logical, correlation as well as band structure effects. Overall,
we believe that the discovered analytic solution will serve as
a paradigmatic model for a large number of future theoretical
as well as experimental investigations.
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APPENDIX A: SCALED EIGENFUNCTIONS

To calculate radial expectation values, it can be convenient
to express the eigenfunctions in Eq. (19) in terms of r:

�n,l,s = 1√
Ñn,l,s

eilφe− qAφ

h̄
2(l+s)
2n+1 r

(
2qAφ

h̄

2(l + s)

2n + 1
r

)l

× L2l
n−l

(
2qAφ

h̄

2(l + s)

2n + 1
r

)
χ (s). (A1)

The corresponding normalization constant changes to

Ñn,l,s = 2π

(
2qAφ

h̄

2(l + s)

2n + 1

)−2 (n + l )!

(n − l )!
(2n + 1). (A2)

Notice the simple expression for the wave-functions at
EF = 0,

ψn,n, 1
2
(ρ, φ) = 1√

2π (2n + 1)!
einφe− ρ

2 ρnχ

(
1

2

)
, (A3)

ψn,n, 1
2
(r, φ) =

√
2q2A2

φ

h̄2π (2n + 1)!
einφe− qAφ

h̄ r
(2qAφ

h̄
r
)n

χ

(
1

2

)
(A4)

with ρ = 2qAφ

h̄ r, which allows to perform the infinite summa-
tion over this infinitely degenerated many-body state. Notice
that the condition n = l leads to trivial associated Laguerre
polynomials L2l

0 = 1.
The electronic dipole transition selection rules in Eqs. (26)

and (27), of the single electron eigenfunctions given in
Eq. (19) for ρ �→ r, arise from

〈n, l, s|r|n′, l ′, s′〉
= 〈Rn,l,s|r|Rn′,l ′,s′ 〉

× |〈�l | cos(φ)er − sin(φ)eφ|�l ′ 〉|〈χs|χs′ 〉

=
∫ ∞

0

1√
Ñn,l,sÑn′,l ′,s′

e− ρn,l,s (r)+ρn′ ,l′ ,s′ (r)

2 (A5)

× (ρn,l,s(r))l (ρn′,l ′,s′ (r))l ′ · L2l
n−l (ρn,l,s(r))

× L2l ′
n′−l ′ (ρn′,l ′,s′ (r))r2drδl±1,l ′δs,s′

∝ 1

Aφ

, (A6)

where the Aφ proportionality can be shown by suitable change

of variable x = ρn,l,s (r)+ρn′ ,l′ ,s′ (r)
2 , which eventually removes the

Aφ from the exponential and Laguerre functions. Thus Aφ

appears only as a prefactor of the integral. Accurate and ef-
ficient numerical evaluation of Eq. (A5) can be performed in
x space by means of generalized Gauss-Laguerre quadrature.
The radial parts of the subsequent velocity matrix elements
can be integrated in a similar fashion for the Hall conductivity
in Eq. (47),

〈n, l, s|v̂x|n′, l ′, s′〉 =
[−i h̄

m

(
〈�| cos φ|�′〉〈R|∂r |R′〉

− 〈�| sin φ∂φ|�′〉〈R|1

r
|R′〉

)

+ qAφ

m
〈�| sin φ|�′〉〈R|R′〉

]
〈χs|χs′ 〉,

(A7)

〈n, l, s|v̂y|n′, l ′, s′〉 =
[−i h̄

m

(
〈�| sin φ|�′〉〈R|∂r |R′〉

+ 〈�| cos φ∂φ|�′〉〈R|1

r
|R′〉

)

− qAφ

m
〈�| sin φ|�′〉〈R|R′〉

]
〈χs|χs′ 〉.

(A8)
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The selection rules l = ±1 apply to all angular transition
matrix elements (with different coefficients) and for the spin
we find s = 0. However, no exact selection rule applies to
the radial transition matrix elements, in particular 〈R|R′〉 	= 0.

APPENDIX B: SINGLE ELECTRON CURRENTS
AND MAGNETIZATION

Interestingly, for our system, simple closed form solutions
can be calculated for the expected single electron currents:

Jpara
n,l,s = h̄q

2mi
(〈n, l, s|−→∇ |n, l, s〉 − 〈n, l, s|←−∇ |n, l, s〉)

= h̄q

mi
〈n, l, s|1

r

∂

∂φ
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m
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2
= 0
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(B1)

Jdia
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eφ, (B2)
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m
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with

Jtot
n,l,s := Jpara

n,l,s + Jdia
n,l,s + Js

n,l,s � 0 →
{

Jdia
n,l,s if E tot

n,l,s ≈ EA2

0 if E tot
n,n, 1

2
= 0 .

(B4)

in state n, l, s. Single electron currents are visualized in Fig. 9
with respect to their radial expectation values and energy. To
obtain Eq. (B1), it was used that the radial part R(r) of our
wave function is real as well as the gradient operator in er ,
which cancels the paramagnetic current in r-direction. With a
similar argument only the eφ component of the applied curl
operator survives for the magnetization current in Eq. (B3).
For the solution of the integrals in Eq. (B1), the following
relation was used [34]

〈n, l, s|1

r

∂

∂φ
|n, l, s〉 = 2qAφ

h̄Nn,l

2(l + s)

2n + 1
(il )

×
∫ 2π

0

∫ ∞

0
e−ρρ2l

(
L2l

n−l

)2
dρdφ

= i
2qAφ

h̄Nn,l

2l (l + s)

2n + 1

2π�(n + l + 1)

(n − l )!

= i
qAφ

h̄

4l (l + s)

(2n + 1)2
(B5)

FIG. 9. Expected single electron currents with respect to their
energy and radial position expectation values. They nicely illustrate
that every electron leads has a positive total current J tot � 0

with the scaling given in Eq. (20) and �(n + l + 1) = (n + l )!
for integers.

APPENDIX C: LOWEST FLAT BAND DENSITY IN
RECIPROCAL SPACE

Interestingly, a simple closed form solution ñ0(k), given in
Eq. (35) can be derived for the 2D radial Fourier transform
by utilizing the radial symmetry of n0(ρ) that reduces the
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problem to a 2D Hankel transformations instead, i.e.,

ñ0(k) := 2π

∫ ∞

0
J0(kr)n0(r)rdr

= 2π

∫ ∞

0
J0(kr)

q2Aφ

(
1 − e− 4qAφ

h̄ r
)

π h̄r
rdr

= 2q2Aφ

h̄

(
1

k
− 1√

k2 + ( 4qAφ

h̄

)2

)
, (C1)

where J denotes the Bessel function with J0(0) = 1 and the
following Hankel relations were used for n �→ ñ by setting
t = 0 [49],

1

r
�→ 1

k
,

1

r
J0(tr)e−sr �→ 2

π
√

(k + t )2 + s2
K

(√
4kt

(k + t )2 + s2

)
.

(C2)

The complete elliptic integral of the first kind is labeled by K
with K (0) = π

2 .

APPENDIX D: LANDAU LEVELS & ZERO CURRENTS

Free electrons in a 2D material in the presence of a classi-
cal homogeneous magnetic field along the z direction Bext =
Bez of strength B are described by the minimally coupled
Schrödinger Hamiltonian

Ĥ = 1

2me
(ih̄∇ + eAext(r))2, (D1)

where in the Landau gauge the external vector potential which
gives rise to the magnetic field is Aext(r) = −exBy. The Lan-
dau gauge is very convenient because it preserves translational
invariance in the x direction. This implies that the Hamiltonian
of Eq. (D1) commutes with the translation operator for the x
direction and consequently the eigenfunctions of Ĥ in x will
be plane waves

φkx (x) = eikxx with kx ∈ R. (D2)

Applying Ĥ on the plane waves above, we have

Ĥφkx =
[
− h̄2

2m

∂2

∂y2
+ mω2

c

2

(
y + h̄kx

eB

)2]
φkx , (D3)

where we introduced also the cyclotron frequency ωc

ωc = eB

m
. (D4)

In Eq. (D3), the part depending on the variable y remains to
be treated. The part of Ĥ depending on y is a shifted harmonic
oscillator

Ĥy = − h̄2

2m
∂2

y + mω2
c

2

(
y + h̄kx

eB

)2

(D5)

and the eigenfunctions of the operator above are Hermite
functions of the variable y + h̄kx/eB

ψn

(
y + h̄kx

eB

)
= 1√

n!2n

(mωc

π h̄

)1/4
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2h̄ (y+ h̄kx
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×Hn
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(
y + h̄kx
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))
(D6)

with eigenvalues h̄ωc(n + 1/2)

Ĥyψn

(
y + h̄kx

eB

)
= h̄ωc

(
n + 1

2

)
ψn

(
y + h̄kx

eB

)
, (D7)

with n ∈ N. Thus, applying now Ĥφkx on the shifted Hermite
functions ψn(y + h̄kx/eB), we obtain

Ĥφkx ψn = [
h̄ωc

(
n + 1

2

)]
φkx ψn. (D8)

From the expression above, we deduce that the full set of
eigenfuctions for an electron in a classical homogeneous mag-
netic field is

�kx,n(r) = φkx (x)ψn

(
y + h̄kx

eB

)
, (D9)

with eigenenergies

En,kx = h̄ωc
(
n + 1

2

)
with kx, kz ∈ R, n ∈ N. (D10)

Next we would like to compute the current of each Landau
level. The current operator is

Ĵ = e

m
(−ih̄∇ − eAext(r)) = e

m
(−ih̄∇ + eByex ). (D11)

Then for the current operator on each Landau level, we have

m

e

〈
�kx,n
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〉 = −ih̄ey

×
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−∞
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∂yψn
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+ ex
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y + h̄kx
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)
(h̄kx + eBy)

×ψn

(
y + h̄kx

eB

)
. (D12)

To compute the integrals above, we introduce the coordinate
s = y + h̄kx/eB and we have

m

e

〈
�kx,n

∣∣Ĵ∣∣�kx,n
〉 = −ih̄ey

∫ ∞

−∞
dsψn(s)∂sψn(s)

+ exeB
∫ ∞

−∞
dsψn(s)sψn(s). (D13)

Further, we use the recursion relations of the Hermite func-
tions

∂sψn(s) =
√

n

2
ψn−1(s) −

√
n + 1

2
ψn+1(s), (D14)

sψn(s) =
√

n

2
ψn−1(s) +

√
n + 1

2
ψn+1(s), (D15)

and the orthogonality relations of the Hermite functions
〈ψn|ψm〉 = δnm and we find that expectation value of the cur-
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rent operator for every Landau level is zero

〈
�kx,n

∣∣Ĵ∣∣�kx,n
〉 = 0. (D16)

Finally, we would like to note that that in the presence of
external constant electric field, the Landau levels get shifted
by the electric field and form edge states which lead to the
famous integer quantum Hall effect [3,50].
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